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other than that used to effect it. It is believed that such
general improvement is due to the conscious adoption of
better methods of memorizing. The subject sets himself more
effectively to the task; he becomes habituated to the act of
memorizing; he makes a more skilful use of rhythm; and he
becomes interested in his own progress. But does practicc_
improve a person^power of retrp^^g wha^.K^l^a-rrvs? This
question isjisually angyfirfifi Tn t^r Tirgptrizft^-.-Jgrni^^ appeal-
ing to physiology, stated categorically: "No amount of culture
would seem capable of modifying a man's general retentiveness.
This is a physiological quality, given once for all with his
organization, which he can never hope to change." 1 Such
a statement loses its force if memory is believed to be a function
of the mind as well as of the nervous system; and, as a matter
of fact, Dr McDougall, collaborating with Miss M. Smith, has
obtained some evidence that even retentiveness may be im-
proved by practice. It is at least certain that the teacher
ought to train his pupils in good methods of memorizing, and j
to call their attention to the value of such methods.
"To have a good memory is to have a well-organized mind."
We remember readily the things that touch our interests, im-
mediate or remote. Simple experiments readily show how very
much easier it is to memorize material that has meaning
than nonsense-syllables that are devoid of it; this is because
we can and do have immediate interest in the former, and can
readily organize the memory-traces with our existing mental
systems. As in the case of attention, so in memory we come
back to an affective-conative factor. Intcrcsj^and volition are
tremendously important in the—economy;_pfmemory; the
eveTTCTwe'readily remember are those which have touched our
emotions, our sentiments, or our self-sentiment.
Turning now to the obverse phenomenon of forgetting, we
ask the question, "Why do we forget?" It might be better
to ask, "Why do we fail to remember?" since an inability to
remember is a failure in recall rather than in retention. There
is every reason to believe that the after-effects of all experiences
are permanent, and that, theoretically at least, it is not im-
1 Th* Principles of Psychology, vol. i, pp. 663, 664.

